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THE 2019 ABORIGINAL LEGAL
SERVICE OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA
LIMITED ANNUAL REPORT FOCUSES
ON THE CUSTODY NOTIFICATION
SERVICE (CNS).
Recommendation 224 of the 1991 Royal Commission
into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody (RCIADIC) states:
“...in jurisdictions where legislation, standing
orders or instructions do not already so provide,
appropriate steps be taken to make it mandatory
for Aboriginal Legal Services to be notified upon the
arrest or detention of any Aboriginal person….”
Over 28 years later, the RICIADIC recommendation
has finally been heeded in WA. In early 2019,
ALSWA entered into a three-year agreement with
the Commonwealth Government and the Western
Australian Government to provide a Custody
Notification Service (CNS) for Western Australia.

The CNS is a phone service operating 24 hours
per day 7 days per week every day of the year for
Aboriginal people in Western Australia who are
detained by WA Police in a police facility.
The CNS will commence operation on 2nd October
2019 at 12.01 am.
ALSWA is confident that the CNS will be a life-saving
service and reduce the number of Aboriginal deaths
in custody in Western Australia.
For more information on Indigenous deaths in
custody throughout Australia, Guardian Australia
has compiled a comprehensive database outlining
deaths between 2008 and 2019 which can be
viewed online.

The image above, by Charlotte Allingham (Wiradjuri illustrator) for Guardian Australia, has been reproduced with permission from the Guardian.
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ACKNOWLEDGING OUR PEOPLE - PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
The Aboriginal Legal Service of Western Australia Limited (ALSWA) acknowledges the Traditional
Custodians of the Lands on which our offices stand.

CULTURAL WARNING
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander readers are warned that this Annual Report contains names and/
or images of people who have passed away.
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CHAIRPERSON'S
MESSAGE
Michael Blurton
It gives me great pride to present the Aboriginal Legal Service of WA Limited 2019 Annual Report.
It has been a ground-breaking year for ALSWA with the introduction of Western Australia’s Custody
Notification Service (CNS). In May 2018 the State Government announced that WA would receive
Federal funding to establish a state-wide 24 hour hotline. This was followed up during a WA Government
press conference in November 2018 stating that the service was closer to being implemented.
I would like to give special mention to our Executive
Management Team and staff members who have worked
tirelessly throughout 2019 in establishing this life saving
unit through the recruitment of staff and expert training.
The CNS will be officially operational from 12.01am on
Wednesday 2nd October 2019 and you can find out more
about this service throughout this annual report.
My gratitude also goes to our Vice-President Glen Colbung
and fellow Board Members, whose knowledge and expertise
ensures that ALSWA continues to move from strength to
strength in providing legal support and representation for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in this state.
Enjoy reading this report. We are very proud of our work
and this report will give you a thorough overview of our
operations and the vital role that ALSWA plays within the
justice system in Western Australia.

Michael Blurton
Chairperson
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ALSWA Chairperson Michael Blurton
and Vice-Chair Glen Colbung
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GOVERNANCE

ALSWA Chairperson Michael Blurton, Vice-Chair Glen Colbung with fellow ALSWA Directors Donald Abdullah, Jim Lewis, Kathy Watson,
Preston Thomas and Paul Baron, pictured with (L-R) Peter Collins ALSWA DLS, Bronagh Morgan PA to CEO, John Bedford EO, Victoria Williams
Policy and Programs Manager and John Poroch CFO

Aboriginal Legal Service of Western Australia Limited (ALSWA) was registered with the Australian
Securities and Investment Commission as a public company limited by guarantee on 10th March 2017
and is governed by an Aboriginal board.
This board currently consists of four elected directors and two co-opted directors who commit time,
cultural and business expertise to provide leadership and governance.
The combined skills and expertise of ALSWA’s board and executive management team have played a
major role in improving ALSWA’s corporate governance and operations, since the implementation of
a new constitution and company structure.
For more information on the current ALSWA Board Members, refer to page 43 of this annual report.
The last ALSWA AGM and elections took place in Perth in November 2018, with all existing board
members maintaining their position. The next AGM will take place in November 2019.
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ABOUT OUR BOARD
Our board members bring a wealth of experience and knowledge
to our organisation and we are extremely proud of their
commitment in advancing the operations of the Aboriginal Legal
Service of Western Australia Limited.
CHAIRPERSON
Michael Blurton (Central) is a Ballardong
Noongar from Quairading who has spent over
sixteen years on ALSWA’s Committee, nine
as President. We are grateful for Michael’s
long involvement in this organisation which
spans back to the 1970’s when he worked as
an ALSWA Field Officer. He remains dedicated
to striving for justice for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Peoples.

VICE-CHAIRPERSON
Glen Colbung (South West) is a deeply
committed Noongar from Albany who has been
actively involved in ALSWA for over twenty years.
He is a strong advocate who continually strives
to ensure that Aboriginal people have access
to justice through the maintenance of a strong
and effective legal service. A former ALSWA
President, Glen brings a wealth of knowledge to
our board.
Jim Lewis (East Kimberley) is a Gija man from
Wyndham whose skills greatly enhance the future
direction of ALSWA. Jim is passionate about social
justice, access and equity, and creating sustainable
pathways for Communities through the creation
of employment and business opportunities.

Kathy Watson (West Kimberley) is a strong
Nyngina and Gidja woman whose local
knowledge has assisted many people within
the court and justice system. She is dedicated
to promoting culturally appropriate policies and
procedures within court matters and addressing
the legal issues faced by many Aboriginal people.
Paul Baron (Murchison Gascoyne) is a Yamatji
from Carnarvon who plays a vital role in the
ongoing re-structure and future direction of
ALSWA. He brings many skills to our organisation
and Paul is a welcome addition to the ALSWA
board.
Donald Abdullah (Goldfields) is a Wongi from
Esperance who has been part of the ALSWA
Executive since 2015. He is greatly committed
to Community, and is supportive of keeping
young people out of prison and ensuring there
is support available for victims of domestic
violence.
Preston Thomas (Central Desert) is from
Laverton and has lived in the Kanpa Community,
close to the Warburton Community, for over
twenty years. He has a long association with
ALSWA and is committed to ensuring that
ALSWA’s work plays a pivotal role in bringing
about positive change for Aboriginal people.

More details about our Board members can be found on Page 43 of this report.
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Our Activities
During the year ended 30 June 2019 ALSWA employed
approximately 114 staff at its eleven state-wide offices
throughout Western Australia.
During this period, legal services were delivered in a
professional and culturally appropriate manner for the
benefit of over 33,000 clients.

Assistance by Law Type

3,504    
Civil

27,960


 
Criminal

2,272   
Family



33,736                  
Total

ALSWA also provided services in
administration, community legal
education, media and through the
Youth Engagement Program.
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WHO ARE WE
The Aboriginal Legal Service of Western Australia (ALSWA)
Limited is a not for profit public company limited by guarantee
and a Public Benevolent Institution.
Our strong history of striving for justice for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Peoples spans over forty years.
OUR PURPOSE
ALSWA works in collaboration and partnership with our communities and key government and nongovernment partners to rectify legal policies and practices that impact adversely and disproportionately
on the legal and human rights of Western Australia’s First Peoples under Australian Law.

OUR VISION
Justice for Western Australia’s First Peoples

OUR VALUES
The cultural values of Care, Share and Respect form the foundation of our organisation and underpin
our commitment to our clients, their families and communities.

AT ALSWA
•

We Care for the human and legal rights, safety and psychological well-being of clients, their
families and communities.

•

We Share a common understanding of client problems, issues, challenges and needs and diligently
strive to deliver the highest quality legal services.

•

We Respect the cultural diversity, values and beliefs of our clients and sustain the delivery of
confidential, innovative, professional, culturally proficient legal services.
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OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Guiding Principles
Human Rights
The Articles contained in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples underpin
everything we do.
Lore
We acknowledge, value, honour and respect Customary lore. Our lore is not compromised or devalued
in the delivery of our services.
Leadership
Our decisions and actions are guided by strong cultural knowledge, leadership and governance.
Integrity
Our integrity is measured by the way we put our values into action and through the accountable,
open, honest and ethical business and management systems we sustain.
Diversity
Our value and respect for diversity is acknowledged across our communities, reflected in the
composition of our executive and staff and through the sensitive way in which we deliver our services.
Unity
We work in unity and share a mutual responsibility, dedication, commitment and passion for the
delivery of high quality services to our clients.

OUR SERVICES
ALSWA provides assistance with criminal law, family law, civil and human rights law, policy and law
reform and community legal education.
These services are offered and delivered through the following programs:
•

Indigenous Legal Assistance Program

•

Indigenous Case Fund

•

Youth Engagement Program

OUR ROOTS
Our growth and development would not have been possible without the support of our communities
and the dedicated services and work of countless executive and staff members since our inception in
the late 1960s.
We remain indebted to the dedication and earlier pioneering work of the Justice Committee of the
New Era Aboriginal Fellowship Inc from the late 1960s.
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Kununurra

QUICK FACTS
Derby
Broome

South Hedland

Carnarvon

Geraldton

PERTH

Northam

Kalgoorlie

Bunbury
Albany

Western Australia has an area of approximately

2,646,000 square kilometres.
That is greater than the land area of Western Europe

95% funding
ALSWA is dependent on funding grants and donations to provide
and maintain delivery of legal services. 95% of our funding is provided
by the Commonwealth Attorney General's Department
ALSWA has around

114 staff (38.6% are Aboriginal)
to deliver and manage legal services to Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Peoples throughout Western Australia
ALSWA has offices in Perth (Head Office), Albany, Broome,
Bunbury, Carnarvon, Derby, Geraldton, Kalgoorlie, Kununurra,
Northam and South Hedland
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ALSWA was established in 1975
to meet a growing need for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Peoples to have access to justice
ALSWA clients are some of the state’s

most disadvantaged people
Aboriginal people are

over-policed and over-represented
in the criminal justice system
Aboriginal people are

more likely to be questioned by police
than non-Indigenous counterparts
In Western Australia, Aboriginal people are

imprisoned at a higher rate
than anywhere else in the country
We

acknowledge and respect
the diversity of our Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples as two distinct
Cultural groups, clan structures, language and family groups and deliver
services in accordance with our

traditional values, lore and customs
ALSWA works in

collaboration and partnership
with Communities and key government and non-government partners to

rectify legal policies and practices
that impact

adversely and disproportionately
on the legal and human rights of Western Australia’s First Peoples under Australian Law

The WA Custody Notification Service (CNS) will commence operations at

12.01 am on 2nd October 2019
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

Dennis Eggington
Dear Members.
I am pleased to be able to present my report for the 2018-2019 Financial Year.
Our Company has had a great year culminating with an unqualified audit. We have been able to
consolidate our current activities while taking on new projects. This has been achieved through our
Boards desire to improve what we do and plan for the future. These are our company’s major priority
areas from our Strategic Plan. These new bold ideas have been strengthened by the Board creating
a new senior position Manager Strategic Planning to drive these initiatives. I am proud of these new
projects that include the Custody Notification Service (CNS) and an extra years funding for our Youth
Engagement Program (YEP).
We will also see coming on line another new service that will help our people with conforming to Bail
requirements. This will help reduce the numbers of our people being held in detention facilities. The
reason I say I am proud of these developments is simply that Governments and their departments
have faith in us to deliver.

ALSWA CEO Dennis Eggington addressing media at the 23rd November 2018 announcement that the Custody Notification Service
(CNS) was a step closer to being implemented in WA. Also speaking at the announcement were Federal Indigenous Affairs Minister
Nigel Scullion, WA Attorney General John Quigley, WA Police Minister Michelle Roberts and WA Police Commissioner Chris Dawson.
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This support for us comes from a new positive working relationship with WA’s current government.
Despite these developments our future is uncertain. Since the dismantling of the Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Commission (ATSIC) and the mainstreaming of those funds, Aboriginal and Islander
Legal Services had been funded through the Indigenous Legal Assistance Program (ILAP) within the
Federal Attorney Generals Department.
The Hon Christian Porter MP, Attorney-General of Australia, has announced that his department will
cease any grant funding as at the 30th June 2020. After this date the States and Territories will get
Commonwealth funding for the next 5 years. What happens then is anybody’s guess. States and
Territories will be able to choose whoever they wish to deliver legal aid to our communities. We
are currently in consultations with the State to secure our future, at the same time working with
the Commonwealth to place caveats on its funding to ensure services are cultural secure with selfdetermination principles applying.
My sincere thanks to all our hard working staff. They continue to provide our mob with a service
second to none. Thanks also to our Executive Management Team who have been very supportive and
shown the leadership necessary to run a successful organisation like ours.
A special thanks to our President Mr. Michael Blurton and our Board of Directors. Their support is
greatly appreciated.

Dennis Eggington
CEO
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NATIONAL INDIGENOUS
LEGAL CONFERENCE
The 13th National Indigenous Legal Conference took place at the University of Western Australia in
Perth in September 2018.
The conference theme was ‘Sovereign Laws, Peoples and Voices' and ALSWA CEO Adjunct Professor
Dennis Eggington joined other key speakers including the Honourable Robert French AC, Professor
Megan Davis, Professor Irene Watson, Mr Jeremiah Riley, Mr David Saylor and Master of Ceremonies
Ashley Truscott.

ALSWA staff members attending the NILC
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Dennis Eggington’s keynote address at the NILC – ‘The Road to Parallel Sovereignty –
Rights in a Historical Context’
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DIRECTOR LEGAL
SERVICES

Peter Collins
ALSWA’s lawyers and court officers showing the way as always
ALSWA’s lawyers and court officers work in an environment where it is easy to be critical and ALSWA
is often on the receiving end of unfair and ill-informed criticism from all and sundry; unhappy clients,
judicial officers, prosecutors and police, the list is almost endless.
However, I want to acknowledge what those who have a more nuanced understanding of ALSWA and
its workings know implicitly; the lawyers and court officers who are in the trenches on a daily basis are
a dedicated and committed group of skilled professionals who provide high quality culturally secure
legal services to the most vulnerable in our community, striving always to achieve justice in what is
sometimes an incredibly unjust system. So to ALSWA’s hard working lawyers and court officers; I
salute you.

EYO -v- The State of Western Australia [2019] WASCA 129
Not only is ALSWA an indispensable presence on a daily basis in Magistrates and Children’s Courts,
ALSWA has a proven track record in important litigation which changes the judicial landscape in WA.
ALSWA’s involvement in the Court of Appeal cases of EYO -v- The State of Western Australia [2019]
WASCA 129 shows why.
EYO was convicted of criminal offences
after a trial in the Broome District Court
(pictured) and was sent to jail. EYO
made admissions to police in a record of
interview.
Before his interview, EYO received legal
advice from an ALSWA lawyer, told the
lawyer that he did not wish to be interviewed
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and the lawyer advised police in writing that EYO did not wish to be
interviewed.
This advice was ignored by police and the interview proceeded.
EYO was represented at his trial by Anna Dixon, formerly of ALSWA’s
Broome office. The admissibility of the interview at trial was objected
to on the basis that EYO did not understand the caution that was
administered to him by police and that once police had been told,
first in writing by the ALSWA lawyer and then on several occasions
in the interview itself, that EYO did not wish to answer questions,
the interview should have stopped. The trial judge ruled that the
interview was admissible.
ALSWA appealed against the conviction in the Court of Appeal.
Kathleen Heath (pictured) from ALSWA’s Criminal Law Unit had the
conduct of the appeal. She was ably assisted by barrister Jason Gullaci from the Victorian Bar who
generously offered his services on a pro bono basis.
The appeal succeeded. The Court of Appeal held that the trial judge erred in admitting the client’s
record of interview with police into evidence. The Court made the following important statements of
principle:
1. The Court affirmed the relevance of the Anunga Rules in the interrogation of Aboriginal suspects;
2. In particular, the Court affirmed guideline 8 of the Anunga Rules:
Should an Aboriginal seek legal assistance reasonable steps should be taken to obtain such
assistance. If an Aboriginal states he does not wish to answer further questions or any questions
the interrogation should not continue
3. In relation to the letter sent by ALSWA advising police that EYO had instructed ALSWA that he did
not wish to participate in an interview with police or answer any questions, the Court said:
We observe, in relation to guideline 8, that while interviewing officers are generally entitled
to ask further questions to clarify an accused’s position and to determine whether a refusal
applies to all questions or only a particular topic, it has been held that the position may well
be different where a lawyer acting for a client whose first language is not English tells police in
clear terms that his or her client does not wish to answer any questions.
4. The Court held that just because EYO had a criminal history, possible familiarity with the system
did not entitle the judge to assume that EYO must have understood all of the caution.
5. The Court stated that the second limb of the caution is as important as the first limb of the caution
and has to be understood in order for an interview to be admissible, ie it was not explained to EYO
by police and EYO did not understand that, if he answered questions asked of him by police in
the interview, those answers could be used against him in evidence. As is well known, this point
is routinely overlooked by police in administering the caution and by courts when considering the
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admissibility of interviews. As well, this is the first time in living memory that a superior court in
WA has stressed the importance of the second limb of the caution in determining the admissibility
of an interview.
6. The Court held that the police did not respect EYO’s right to silence as expressed in the letter sent
to the police by the ALSWA lawyer and by EYO in his interview when he told police that he did not
want to answer questions
This case will be a game changer, forcing police to alter long held interviewing practices and in turn
providing much needed protections to vulnerable Aboriginal people in police custody.

Detention Conditions for Juveniles
The findings of Royal Commission into the Protection and Detention of Children in the Northern
Territory highlighted the appalling treatment of a number of Aboriginal detainees at the Don Dale
juvenile detention facility. The situation is very arguably as dire at Banksia Hill Detention Centre, as the
following case starkly illustrates.

Peter Callaghan SC, Commissioner Mick Gooda, Commissioner the Hon Margaret White AO, Tony McAvoy SC
(Source: Royal Commission into the Protection and Detention of Children in the Northern Territory website)

AB is an extraordinarily damaged and vulnerable 17 year old who has been diagnosed with FASD. He
has spent most of his teenage years either on remand or serving sentences of detention in Banksia
Hill Detention Centre (BHDC). AB is also the subject of a protection order with the Department of
Child Protection and Family Services until the age of 18, ie he is a “state ward”.
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While AB was serving a sentence of detention in BHDC, AB was charged with several offences
involving detention centre staff. All offences were alleged to have been committed on the same day.
The day after the incident, AB was transferred to a wing in BHDC where he was subjected to 25
consecutive days of being locked in his cell by himself, save for two one hour periods each day when
he was permitted into a cage-like small concrete basketball court area where he was also not allowed
to spend time with other detainees. Put simply, AB was held in solitary confinement like conditions
for 25 days.
AB’s charges were heard before a Visiting Justice of the Peace in BHDC.

The Young Offenders Act 1994 prevents young people from being represented by a lawyer when
facing detention charges which are dealt with at BHDC rather than in a Children’s Court. The Act
allows for a young person to be represented by a suitable person other than a lawyer, but AB was
unrepresented, and was not permitted to contact someone who might have been able to represent
him.
At the hearing AB pleaded guilty to a charge of assault involving throwing milk; guilty to a charge of
using threatening language; not guilty to a charge of assault involving striking; and not guilty to a
charge of assault involving spitting.
AB was convicted on all charges. AB was given the maximum available sentence of 14 days detention
in respect of each charge. The sentences were directed to be served cumulatively on each other,
ie AB was sentenced to 56 days detention. AB was also sentenced to cell confinement (solitary
confinement) for 48 hours in respect of each charge, ie 8 days solitary confinement. This was also
the maximum period of confinement available on each charge.
There is no right of appeal contained in the Young Offenders Act against sentences imposed for
offences dealt with internally at BHDC.
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AB was not provided with a copy of the charges he was facing. He was also not given an opportunity
to gather, examine or present other evidence in his defence including CCTV footage. AB instructed
that at the start of the hearing the Visiting Justice advised him that she expected that any version
of events provided by him would inevitably contain lies. The Visiting Justice also told AB that she
expected to see AB appear before her in the future.
ALSWA was advised of the sentences imposed on AB after he had already served six (6) days in solitary
confinement. ALSWA was alerted to AB’s situation not by AB himself, but by an individual who was
concerned for his welfare.
The State of WA subsequently accepted that the decisions of the Visiting Justice should be quashed,
but reserved the right to charge AB again with the same offences.
ALSWA then instituted proceedings against the Department of Justice in the Supreme Court where
Chief Justice Quinlan issued a writ of certiorari and quashed the decisions made by the Visiting Justice,
pending a final hearing in relation to the matter.
At the final hearing (which is yet to take place), ALSWA will seek a permanent injunction restraining
the Department from charging AB again with any offences arising out of the original incident.
An overview of the Royal Commission can be viewed online at: https://www.royalcommission.gov.
au/sites/default/files/2019-01/rcnt-royal-commission-nt-report-overview.pdf
Lexi Lachal and Eloise Langoulant (pictured), passionate and highly capable young lawyers from
ALSWA’s Civil and Human Rights Law Unit, have been acting on behalf of AB. Lexi also appeared for
AB before the Chief Justice when the original decision of the Visiting Justice was quashed.

ALSWA is also fortunate that Andrew Broadfoot QC and Tanya Skvortsova from the Victorian Bar have
kindly provided pro bono assistance in this matter.
Not so long ago, ALSWA would have had the funds to brief counsel using Expensive Indigenous Case
Fund monies, but the Commonwealth Government now requires ALSWA to seek pro bono help in
these important cases.
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It is obvious that nothing much has improved in WA for young Aboriginal detainees notwithstanding
the evidence and findings of the Royal Commission into the Protection and Detention of Children in
the Northern Territory.

Family Court of WA’s Djidji Nyitti (Little Children) project in the East Pilbara
ALSWA’s Family Law Unit participated in a Family Court of Western Australia pilot offering a simplified,
accessible and culturally appropriate family law service delivery model for Martu Aboriginal people
during sittings of the Family Court in Newman in the East Pilbara.
The pilot was named Djidji Nyitti, which is a Martu phrase meaning little children.
Important features of the court sitting included the presence of a Martu interpreter, no requirement
for clients to make appointments or to complete any paperwork, the holding of Court hearings in an
informal ‘roundtable’ setting – with the judicial officer and lawyers in less formal attire – and clients
‘leading’ the proceedings, assisted by the interpreter, by telling their stories and being given the time
they needed to do so, at their own pace.
Aboriginal families which had been caring for children over long periods – where the parents are not
available to care for the children and agreed informal care arrangements are in place – were in several
cases able to obtain orders from the Court granting them parental responsibility for those children.
Such orders can allow family carers to engage more easily with schools, medical providers, Centrelink
and other agencies, where ordinarily a parent might need to provide consent in respect of the child.
A further benefit – which gives effect to one of the major aims of the pilot – is that the risk of children
going into the child protection system is reduced where Family Court orders are made, thereby
allowing children to remain living safely within their family instead of being moved into general foster
care, which often results in separation of children from family and country.
The former managing lawyer of ALSWA’s Family Law Unit, Neil Anderson, and Aboriginal lawyer,
Jonathon Reid, (pictured) represented Martu clients participating in the pilot.
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The following heart rending statement from one of the ALSWA’s clients who used the service in early
August 2018 epitomizes the challenges faced by Aboriginal people in navigating the mainstream
family law system and the clear benefits of resolving legal issues in a culturally secure and safe and
non-threatening legal environment.
Mrs J is a Martu Aboriginal woman from the East Pilbara. She has a number of children from her
extended family living with her on a long term basis.

Djidji Nyitti…a Martu phrase meaning little children
Statement of Mrs J
I used to live in Perth before so I knew about the Family Court. Somebody told me about it and they
took me there. It was a big building it was frightening. I was so scared that I didn’t go in, I went straight
home. The next time I went there I did go in.
There was too many people, I had to repeat myself too many times, it was very scary and frightening,
that was just to get some advice. I didn’t go back there again.
When the Family Court came to Newman I still didn’t want to go in. I didn’t really understand what
we were there for. I told my husband he needed to go in. Even my family were worried about coming
in, they were worried about having a police record. I explained to them it was about the children not
them. But when it came to me I was scared too – I was worried about what the mother might say. My
husband had to remind me that we have families’ children already because the family trust us and
with legal custody we can make decisions for the children.
Going through this Family Court I didn’t know who the judge was, they were dressed in normal clothes.
It was very calm. It really helped me to open up properly, opened up my feelings. I had a good cry. I
cried when my daughter/niece (“R”) said she was happy for me to look after her child. She then talked
about how I raised her up good way. We didn’t really talk about this before. We didn’t really even talk
about the care arrangements for the children before this – they just happened. Talking about it made
me feel good and I think it made her feel good too. We were all happy with the decision we made.
I was raised as a young girl on the mission by R’s mother – my sister (cousin). There were five older sisters
who helped look after me. If they were alive today they would be in their 70’s. They taught me everything
how to survive on the mission. My mother and father didn’t speak English, I couldn’t be with them.
I cried when I told my story in the Family Court. Everyone was crying. They really listened. It was a
real people’s court. I felt lighter when I walked out like a big weight off my shoulders. I was worried
before court because I didn’t want to mess the family arrangements up. In this court everybody got
listened to. Some of the families just wanted short arrangements to be made, and some wanted longer
arrangements made. It has been good learning about what the family court can do to help us. It can be
a good way, and our way is a good way too – it’s about getting a balance. Two-way balance.
This time the law came to us. This is a better way, a calm way. I was scared to talk to the court people,
we are scared of courts. I was scared of what was going to happen. I didn’t know how it was going to
work. I was scared family might not be happy, it might cause a fight, cause tension in the family. When
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families break up and the wife has more children the dads can get very jealous. They don’t want the
new man to have anything to do with their children. And a lot of times the mother’s new partner gets
jealous of her children. So the children from those marriages stay with other family. Like us now. I don’t
know how the Family Court will work if the mum and dad have to come together in the same room. It
could be bad because they might fight. Maybe the mother will have to come on her own.
A lot of people are still thinking. They need to time to think if they want to do things this way. It might
look like they are not interested because they didn’t come to see the Family Court but they are still
thinking. They are not sure yet.

Changes to Funding Arrangements
Since 2005, ALSWA has been funded exclusively through the Commonwealth Attorney General’s
Department’s Indigenous Legal Assistance Program (ILAP) for the delivery of front line legal services
to the Aboriginal community in WA.
In a shock move and without any prior consultation with ALSWA, the Commonwealth Government
announced in the Federal Budget in May 2019 that it would dismantle ILAP and that funding would be
rolled out through a new Single National Funding Mechanism for the legal assistance sector for a two
year period from 1 July 2020.
This decision runs counter to the findings of a 2018 government initiated, independent review, which
found that, through ILAP funding, Aboriginal Legal Services provide cost-effective, high-quality,
culturally appropriate and accessible services. The review also referred to an “an increasing body of
evidence in Australia and internationally” that the best-practice approaches to addressing Aboriginal
disadvantage involved community controlled responses to challenges that affect them.
This will mean that for the first time in its history, ALSWA will be required to negotiate funding for
front line service delivery with the Commonwealth and State Governments. The risks for ALSWA’s
future are manifold:
•

Funding uncertainty beyond the two year single mechanism funding period;

•

The “mainstreaming” of ALSWA’s services with non-Aboriginal legal aid sector services,
compromising ALSWA’s ability to provide culturally safe legal services to Aboriginal people in need;

•

An increase in unrepresented Aboriginal people in the justice system in the event that ALSWA is
required to adopt non Aboriginal legal aid sector providers’ eligibility criteria for the provision of
legal services

•

Over the years, ALSWA has been a fierce critic of oppressive State Government laws and policies,
however, the inclusion of “gag’ clauses in funding arrangements, may preclude ALSWA from
making public comments in this space

On a positive note, ALSWA has been working closely with the State Government to ensure that under
a Single National Funding Mechanism, ALSWA’s future and independence is guaranteed, along with
increased funding.
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Custody Notification Service (CNS)
Recommendation 224 of the 1991 Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody (RCIADIC)
states: “..in jurisdictions where legislation, standing orders or instructions do not already so provide,
appropriate steps be taken to make it mandatory for Aboriginal Legal Services to be notified upon the
arrest or detention of any Aboriginal person….”
This recommendation was made in response to two principal concerns. First, it was believed that by
providing an Aboriginal accused with legal advice delivered in a culturally sensitive manner at the earliest
possible opportunity would them from acquiescing to police demands in a manner which could jeopardise
their subsequent court proceedings. Second, custody notification would facilitate a welfare check which
would serve to calm an otherwise distressed Aboriginal accused and prevent self-harm or suicide.
Over 28 years later, the RICIADIC recommendation has finally been heeded in WA. In early 2019,
ALSWA entered into a three-year agreement with the Commonwealth Government and the Western
Australian Government to provide a Custody Notification Service (CNS) for Western Australia. The
CNS is a phone service operating 24 hours per day 7 days per week every day of the year for Aboriginal
people in Western Australia who are detained by WA Police in a police facility. It is expected that the
CNS will commence operation in October 2019.

Federal Indigenous Affairs Minister Nigel Scullion addressing media at the
23rd November 2018 announcement that the Custody Notification Service (CNS) was
a step closer to being implemented in WA. Also speaking at the announcement were
ALSWA CEO Dennis Eggington, WA Attorney General John Quigley, WA Police Minister
Michelle Roberts and WA Police Commissioner Chris Dawson

Custody Notification Service Manager
Hayley O’Hara in one of the ALSWA
offices set up specifically for CNS work

The CNS will be staffed on a roster basis by seven staff members: five lawyers (including one managing
lawyer) and two Aboriginal support workers.
Under proposed new laws in Western Australia, WA Police will be required to phone the CNS every
time an Aboriginal person is arrested or apprehended and detained in a police facility throughout the
state. This covers both children and adults. There are multiple reasons why a person may be arrested
or apprehended and taken to a police facility including that the person may have been arrested for an
offence; arrested on a warrant (e.g. to return to prison or to attend court); apprehended for their own
safety due to intoxication; detained for the purpose of being served with an order (e.g. family violence
restraining order); or arrested on a warrant of commitment for unpaid fines).
WA Police will phone the CNS and advise the CNS staff member of the name of the person detained;
why that person has been arrested or apprehended; the name and contact details of the responsible
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police officer; whether the detainee is likely to be released on bail (if arrested for an offence) and if not,
where that person will be taken; and other relevant details. The WA Police must provide a reasonable
opportunity for the detainee to speak with the CNS staff member and the responsible officer must
make themselves available to speak with the CNS staff after the phone communication between the
CNS and the detainee has finished.
The key objectives of the CNS are to:
1. provide an immediate health and welfare check to minimise harm to the detainee;
2. provide relevant preliminary legal advice to the detainee about their rights and responsibilities; and
3. wherever possible and appropriate, refer the detainee to external services and programs that may
assist the detainee with ongoing health and welfare needs (e.g. health services, mental health
services, drug and alcohol services, homelessness services, counselling services and family
violence services); and
4. wherever possible and appropriate, conduct a ‘fine check’ with the detainee with a view to
establishing if the detainee has unpaid fines registered with the Fines Enforcement Registry and,
where possible, liaise with the Fines Enforcement Registry to assist the detainee to enter into a
‘time to pay’ arrangement with the Fines Enforcement Registry.
CNS staff have completed a four-week intensive training program which has included comprehensive
legal training as well as training from external experts about mental health, youth mental health, suicide
prevention, disability, telephone communication skills, cultural competency, trauma, referral skills and
using Aboriginal language interpreters. Staff from the Fines Enforcement Registry also presented to
staff during the training period. Staff also participated in mock calls as part of the training package.
The law firm King & Wood Mallesons have provided extensive and valuable pro bono support to the
ALSWA to establish the Custody Notification Service.
From mid-March, a team of 35 volunteers (including Partners, Senior Associates, Solicitors and Human
Resources staff) across all five national centres have assisted ALSWA with the following:
•

Providing advice to ALSWA about aspects of the Grant Agreement with the Commonwealth
Government

•

Drafting CNS specific employment contracts

•

Drafting relevant policies required under the Grant Agreement including a conflict of interest
policy, remote working policy, fraud control policy and complaints policy

•

Providing advice about rostering tools to assist with the mechanism for rostering a 24 hour 7 day
per week service

•

Drafting over 40 discrete sections covering with relevant areas of law for CNS staff including the
different circumstances in which an Aboriginal person may be arrested or apprehended by WA
Police and held in custody in a Police Facility

•

Assistance with training by offering volunteers to role play for mock CNS calls

This dedicated team led by Dan Creasey, Head of Pro Bono & Community Impact (Melbourne office)
and Stephanie Puris Senior Associate (Perth office) have so far provided well over 500 hours of pro
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bono work. They worked outside their ordinary working hours, evidenced by regular and ongoing
correspondence with ALSWA at night and on weekends.
ALSWA is extremely grateful for their invaluable assistance.
ALSWA is also grateful for the support for the CNS provided by senior police, including Police
Commissioner Chris Dawson, Superintendent Geoff Stewart and Inspector Stuart Mearns.
I would also like to acknowledge ALSWA’s Victoria Williams. Victoria has worked tirelessly to establish
the CNS and her outstanding contribution has been instrumental in ensuring that the CNS will be
implemented to the highest standard.

Youth Engagement Program
ALSWA Youth Engagement Program (YEP) continues to go from strength to strength.
YEP employs three full time Aboriginal diversion officers, Roy Blurton, Monique Kickett and Sasha
Greenoff.
The program has also been fortunate to host four UWA Master of Social Work volunteer interns during
the past financial year with each student participating on a full time basis for up to 16 weeks. These
students provide invaluable support to the diversion officers during their placement.
From 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2019, YEP supported 95 young people. Since inception, 150 young people
have participated in the program.
The program provides a range of individualized and culturally secure services to young people
depending upon their particular needs and circumstances. These services include mentoring; court
support; advocacy; referrals to other support services; case management; transport assistance;
support at appointments with various external agencies including Youth Justice Services;
accommodation assistance; assistance to reengage in education and/or training; support to attend
medical appointments and check-ups; practical help (such as obtaining birth certificates, Medicare
cards, bank accounts and Centrelink payments) and participation in positive recreational activities.
In this financial year, ALSWA was fortunate to receive a special grant from the Criminal Lawyers
Association of WA to enable clients to participate in two Bike Rescue programs run by Dismantle
Pty Ltd. The Bike Rescue program involves the young people refurbishing a bike with youth workers
assisting and each graduate is able to retain the bike at the end of the program. The Bike Rescue
program consists of two three-hour sessions each week over a three week period. Six YEP clients
participated in the first ALSWA Bike Rescue program in Term 1 of 2019. Five of these clients graduated
from the program completing between nine and 15 hours. Three YEP clients participated in the second
ALSWA Bike Rescue program held in Term 2. Two of these young people completed the program
(undertaking 12 hours each). Both were offered the opportunity of voluntary work experience with
Dismantle. One young person has attended weekly voluntary work experience sessions and is now
undertaking paid work with Dismantle for one full day per week. He has recently been awarded
‘employee of the month’.
YEP continues to make a positive contribution in the lives of young people by assisting them to
complete the requirements of their court orders; by supporting them to reengage in education/
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training and other prosocial activities; and by providing culturally secure mentoring and practical
assistance to improve their wellbeing and future prospects.

Staffing Changes
The seemingly endless cycle of staff departures continues unabated. Since late 2018, 14 lawyers have
resigned from ALSWA. A number of lawyers have left to take up better remunerated positions at Legal
Aid WA (LAWA), the DPP, the WA Department of Justice and at the WA Bar.
ALSWA’s salaries remain hopelessly uncompetitive on every conceivable level. In addition, case
workloads handled by ALSWA lawyers and court officers are extraordinary. ALSWA lawyers are
routinely responsible for the conduct of at least 60 to 80 ongoing files of varying levels of complexity,
yet other legal aid sector providers limit file loads to less than a sixth of this number.
ALSWA has been fortunate to recruit very capable replacements for those who have left. However,
the regular loss of corporate knowledge and expertise, along with the junioristaion of ALSWA’s lawyer
workforce continues to present challenges impedes ALSWA’s capacity to undertake in house serious
advocacy work in superior courts, especially jury trials and appeals. The flow on effect of this is that it
also impacts retention rates, because existing lawyers feel that they do not have the in house mentors
needed to assist them with their professional development and look elsewhere to find that guidance
and supervision.

Submissions and consultations
ALSWA has continued its preeminent role in the policy and law reform space with the following
submissions and consultations:
1. Submission to the Auditor General’s Inquiry into Managing Disruptive Behaviour and Illegal
Activities in Public Housing (August 2018)
2. Submissions to in response to the Residential Tenancies Legislation Amendment (Family Violence)
Bill 2018
3. Submission to Western Australian Government Discussion Paper: Office for Advocacy and
Accountability in Aboriginal Affairs (October 2018)
4. Review of s 9AA of the Sentencing Act 1995 (WA)
5. Submission to the Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs – Inquiry into Mandatory
Registration of Children and Young People on the Sex Offenders Register (21 May 2019)
6. Letter to the Department of Justice providing feedback to proposals about the review powers of
the President of the Children’s Court WA and information sharing capability by the Children’s Court
(6 February 2019)
7. Letter to the Department of Justice providing feedback to proposals to amend the Criminal
Procedure Act 2004 (WA) provisions dealing with disclosure requirements (14 February 2019)
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8. Letter to the Department of Justice providing feedback about legal education options for child
sexual abuse matters (25 February 2019)
9. Letter to the Department of Justice providing feedback to proposals for reform concerning the
duty of institutions for child sexual abuse (7 March 2019)
10. Letter to the State Solicitors Office providing feedback to proposed amendments to the Legal
Profession Regulations 2009 (WA) (7 March 2019)
11. Letter to the Department of Justice providing feedback to proposals to address the risk of delay in
child sexual abuse trials (21 March 2019)
12. Letter to the Department of Justice providing feedback to proposals to expand the Criminal Code
Infringement Notices Scheme (4 June 2019)
13. Meeting with representative from the Attorney General’s Office (WA) to discuss the proposed
Family Violence Bill and Anti-Consorting Bill (8 February 2019)
14. Meeting with the Department of Justice to discuss High Risk Offenders Bill (16 May 2019)
15. Meeting with the Department of Justice to discuss Fines, Penalties and Infringements Notices
Enforcement Amendment Bill 2019 (28 June 2019)

ALSWA’s Pro Bono Partners
ALSWA is indebted to the following law firms and lawyers who have generously provided pro bono help.
•

Barristers: Matthew Howard SC, Greg McIntyre SC, Claire Harris QC, John Kelly SC, Andrew Broadfoot
QC, Andrew Morrison QC, Jason Gullaci, Rachel Young, Justin Edwards, Tanya Skvortsova, Varun
Ghosh, Greg Barnes, Samuel Burt and Emrys Nekvapil

•

Human Rights Law Centre, especially Ruth Barson, Shahleena Musk and Adrianne Walters

•

King & Wood Mallesons

•

Corrs Chambers Westgarth

•

Gilbert and Tobin

•

Maurice Blackburn

•

DLA Piper

•

Ashurst Australia

•

Allens Linklaters

•

Sparke Helmore

•

Slater and Gordon

•

Eureka Lawyers

•

Law Access WA

•

Tom Cannon of PJ Cannon Coburn Lawyers

•

Dominic Brunello of Robertson O’Gorman Solicitors
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Volunteers
Volunteers continue to provide valuable assistance to ALSWA. In particular, several of ALSWA’s regional
offices have benefited from the help provided by law students and graduates in reviewing prosecution
briefs, watching police interviews and preparing written advices on the law.
I would like to thank all of ALSWA’s volunteers for their efforts.

ALSWA Kalgoorlie Managing Solicitor Miriam Kelly (on right) pictured with volunteers Richa Malawiya & Caroline Gann

Acknowledgements
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I would also like to acknowledge the support and assistance provided to me over a number of years
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Peter Collins
Director Legal Services
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CNS
CUSTODY NOTIFICATION SERVICE

Under new laws in WA, every time an
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander person
is taken into custody at a police facility,
the police must notify the Aboriginal Legal
Service of WA (ALSWA) CNS.
The ALSWA CNS is a phone service that
operates 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
every day of the year.

If you are arrested or apprehended and
taken to a police facility, the police will
telephone the CNS.

The phone service provides welfare and
legal advice to Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people in custody in a
police facility.

The police will ask you if you want to speak
to the ALSWA CNS.

The person in custody will be able to speak
to the CNS staff member about things like:

»
»

how they are feeling;

»

whether they need the assistance of an
interpreter or a support person while in
custody;

»

whether they would like the CNS to
contact a family member;

»

their legal rights and responsibilities
while they are in police custody;

»

information about the reason they are
in custody and what is likely to happen
next; and/or

»

whether they need help with anything
when they are released from custody
(the CNS can make referrals to services
in the community if the person in
custody wants this).

whether they need medical attention or
access to medication;

The ALSWA CNS would like to talk to you to
make sure you are ok and explain various
things to you.
Even if you don’t want a lawyer from
ALSWA to represent you later on, the CNS
staff member would still like to talk to you
to check you are ok and provide you with
important initial legal advice. If requested,
the CNS can send information to your
lawyer of choice.
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CUSTODY NOTIFICATION SERVICE
The Aboriginal Legal Service of WA Ltd (ALSWA) will commence
operation of the long awaited Custody Notification Service (CNS)
in early October 2019. ALSWA CEO Dennis Eggington says the
CNS will save lives, and is proud that ALSWA will run this vital and
much needed service.
It has been an intensive year for the legal service in establishing the CNS and employing and training
the seven full-time staff who will work solely in this area. Five lawyers (two Aboriginal) and two
Aboriginal support workers will be rostered around the clock, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, every day
of the year.
The primary objective of the CNS is to reduce deaths in police custody and protect the health and
wellbeing of Aboriginal people. The CNS will provide the opportunity for every Aboriginal adult or
child taken into a police facility to speak with a trusted CNS lawyer and/or support worker about their
immediate health, welfare and legal needs. Those requiring CNS assistance will also be provided with
links to culturally competent support services in the community.
After many years of advocating, ALSWA CEO Dennis Eggington is reassured that WA now has its own
CNS. “It’s an absolute tragedy that over four hundred of our people have died in custody since the
Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody (RCIADIC). Most of those deaths occurred in
Western Australia. Since NSW established a CNS eighteen years ago, there has been one Indigenous
death in custody, which shows that this really is a lifesaving service” said Mr. Eggington.
Mr. Eggington described the ALSWA CNS unit as “an incredible team who have undergone a rigorous
expert training program in many areas including cultural awareness, relevant legal issues, mental
health, disability, suicide prevention and trauma informed practice”.
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Following the training, the CNS conducted a five-week trial
in conjunction with the WA Police with notifications being
received from selected police stations across the state. This
trial provided ALSWA and the WA Police with an opportunity
to work together closely to streamline processes and ensure
that the CNS operates effectively.
•

The CNS is underpinned by Police Regulations which
make it mandatory for WA Police to phone the CNS
every time an Aboriginal person is detained in a police
facility in Western Australia, whatever the reason;

•

While the CNS in WA is largely modelled on the NSW
CNS, it will apply more broadly because it is not limited
to circumstances where an Aboriginal person is arrested
for an offence;

The CNS will ensure
that Aboriginal people
arrested and taken into
police custody receive
fundamental legal advice,
and that a welfare check is
undertaken at the earliest opportunity.
Commissioner Dawson has already
made great steps in strengthening
relationships between the WA Police
Force and the Aboriginal community,
with the establishment of an Aboriginal
Affairs Division. The introduction of a
CNS will provide appropriate safeguards
for Indigenous people in custody and
also Police. It is intended that a new
regulation to the Police Act 1892 (WA)
will be tabled in Parliament in the first half
of 2019, soon after the ALSWA confirms
that it has its staff recruited and trained.”
WA Police Minister Michelle Roberts

1

The Coronial Inquest into the tragic death of Ms Dhu recommended that the State Government
give consideration to establishing a State-wide 24 hours per day, seven days per week CNS.
It was also a recommendation from the 1991 Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in
Custody. I am pleased to say that the McGowan Labor Government has taken this important
recommendation on board and that the CNS is now a step closer to implementation. As with the
CNS in New South Wales, the CNS in WA will be mandated by regulations under the Police Act 1892
(WA), which have been drafted and will be tabled in Parliament when the service is ready to begin.
The ALSWA, who will be the service provider, will now begin to recruit and train lawyers and support
staff to operate this important service.” WA Attorney General John Quigley
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•

It also includes situations where Aboriginal
people are apprehended for other reasons.
For example, the CNS will be notified if an
Aboriginal person is apprehended and taken
to a police facility under the Mental Health
Act; if an Aboriginal person is detained under
the Protective Custody Act due intoxication;
and if an Aboriginal person is arrested on
a warrant (including warrant for breaching
bail, warrant to return to prison for breaching
parole or a warrant of commitment for unpaid
fines);

•

The CNS is jointly funded by the
Commonwealth Government via the National
Indigenous Australians Agency and the State Government (Department of Justice). Under the
agreement with the Commonwealth Government, the CNS is required to refer Aboriginal people to
external programs and services wherever possible to enable Aboriginal people to access appropriate
supports in the community once they are released. In addition, under the agreement with the State
Government, the CNS will help Aboriginal detainees with outstanding fines by linking them with the
Fines Enforcement Registry and facilitating time to pay arrangements if possible.

WA Police Commissioner Chris Dawson
spoke on ALSWA’s Law Matters program
in May 2019 about the Custody
Notification Service, along with the WA
Police Reconciliation Action Plan which
was launched during Reconciliation
Week. This interview can be heard on the
ALSWA website www.als.org.au

1

I am pleased that the McGowan Government has accepted the Commonwealth’s offer to help
fund this important service, which will operate around the clock, 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. The Coalition Government has been advocating for the CNS because it ensures access
to fundamental legal rights, no matter if a person is taken into police custody in a metropolitan,
rural or remote location. This includes persons who are not charged with an offence. Since the
CNS was implemented in NSW in 2000, no Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander person has died in
police custody where the CNS has been contacted. This goes to show that the CNS works, that it is
effective and saves lives.” Federal Indigenous Affairs Minister Nigel Scullion
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COMMUNITY LEGAL
EDUCATION
ALSWA has continued to deliver community legal education (CLE) to Aboriginal communities across
the state via community events, radio, and targeted sessions.
During 2018-2019, regional CLE outreach took place at Broome, Derby, Newman, Jigalong, Tom Price,
Paraburdoo, Geraldton, Mullewa, Kalgoorlie, Collie, and Mandurah.

Issues considered during these CLE visits included bail and criminal justice process; rights and
responsibilities with police (including the right to silence); police complaints; and racial discrimination.

Sabah Rind, ALSWA’s CLE Officer also conducted various CLE sessions
in the metropolitan area:
•

NAIDOC Opening Ceremony Supreme Court Gardens and NAIDOC
ALSWA stalls at Mirrabooka, Armadale, Ashfield (July 2018);

•

Girls Academy Mandurah Years 7/8 and Years 9/10 (October 2018);

•

Yangebup Family Centre (November 2018);

•

The Beacon (August 2018);

•

Weld Square (April 2019);

Through her role, Sabah continued to meet with stakeholders across the
state to develop appropriate CLE activities and resources including with
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particular in relation to the Blurred Borders Resourc
CLE Network, Life Without Barriers, WA Po
Legal Aid WA (in particular in relation to the Blurred Borders Resource Kit), Wungening Corporation,
Foundation, Gumala Aboriginal Corporation, Bro
NT CLE Network, Life Without Barriers, WA Police, Curtin University, CREATE Foundation, Gumala
Australia, Boomerang Care, Yawuru Technolog
Aboriginal Corporation, Broome CLE Network, Relationships Australia, Boomerang Care, Yawuru
Consumer
Credit Legal Services.
Technology Group, City of Cannington and Consumer Credit
Legal Services.

ALSWA wishes Sabah the very best for the futur
employment in July 2019.

ALSWA wishes Sabah the very best for the future as she will embarking upon new employment in July 2019.

captions n
ALSWA staff enjoy meeting with community members and talking about the work of ALSWA during NAIDIC Week, with stalls pictured
here representing Perth, Albany and Kalgoorlie
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Media
ALSWA has maintained a strong presence in the
media with no shortage of issues to discuss. Media
Officer Jodi Hoffmann has continued to produce
ALSWA’s fortnightly Law Matters radio program
which has now been on air since 2010, and is
broadcast locally in Perth on Noongar Radio, in
regional WA on community stations and nationally
via the National Indigenous Radio Service.
142 programs have now been aired with guests
during 2018/19 including WA Police and Road
Safety Minister Michelle Roberts, Parliamentary
Education Officer Peter Dooley, Retiring WA Chief
Justice Wayne Martin, Mel Thomas UWA, Calla
Wahlquist The Guardian Australia, Richard Weston

Healing Foundation, WA Chief Justice the Hon
Peter Quinlan SC, Paul Kaplan The First Nations
Deaths in Custody Watch Committee, Dr Hannah
McGlade, Mark Woods Law Council of Australia,
Greg McIntyre Law Society of WA President, Iain
Cameron Road Safety Council, Brendon Barlow
Australian Electoral Commission, Jim Morrison
Yokai, Dominique Hansen Law Access.
ALSWA is also regularly invited to take part in
the Moorditj Mag program on RTR-FM, a weekly
program hosted by Jim Morrison and Nick Abraham.
Jodi Hoffmann was honoured to be invited to
take part in their special Sorry Day broadcast over
four hours at Optus Stadium in Perth.

ALSWA CEO Dennis Eggington at 6NME Noongar Radio in Perth

ALSWA lawyer Chloe Wood
on Law Matters

RTR-FM and Noongar Radio Sorry Day broadcast from Optus Stadium. ALSWA Media Officer
Jodi Hoffmann back row, 2nd from right
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In Other News
SPEAKING OUT ABOUT ALSWA

ALSWA is frequently asked to speak with individuals, groups and organisations about the role of the
Aboriginal Legal Service of WA Ltd. ALSWA’s role is very unique within WA’s justice system, so it is
therefore important to speak about the vital work undertaken at ALSWA offices throughout WA.

ALSWA’s Genna Blurton, Jarra Somerville, Julie Waud, Eloise Langoulant and Sasha Greenoff speaking with staff at Legal Aid WA
about the Aboriginal Legal Service of WA, the role of court officers and the Youth Engagement Program.

MEETING WITH COMMUNITY MEMBERS

ALSWA was invited to meet with Elders and community
members from Quairading and talk about services provided by
ALSWA. President Michael Blurton is from Quairading and he
and ALSWA lawyer Lexi Lachal enjoyed visiting the group and
sharing information about how ALSWA can assist community
members requiring legal support or representation.
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GRADUATION

Congratulations to ALSWA’s Darlene Summers, Genna
Blurton (ALSWA Criminal Unit Court Officers) and Roy
Blurton (Youth Engagement Program) who obtained their
Certificate 3 in Community Services. Their enhanced
skills gained through completion of the Strong Spirit
Strong Mind Aboriginal Program Mental Health WA will
be of great benefit in their ongoing work with ALSWA.

THE HODGE AWARD

Congratulations to ALSWA lawyer Georgia Herford, joint winner
of the 2019 Hodge Award. This award is named in honour of WA
criminal lawyer, the late Andrew Hodge and is an annual award
recognising the contribution made by a young criminal lawyer to
the practice of criminal law in WA. Congratulations also to ALSWA
lawyer Kathleen Heath who was the 2018 recipient of this award.

Georgia Herford

Kathleen Heath

ROTTNEST SWIM RAISES MONEY FOR YOUTH
PARTNERSHIP PROJECT

FOURTH ANNUAL 2019 LAW ACCESS
WALK FOR JUSTICE

A combined team of lawyers from the
Aboriginal Legal Service and Police
Prosecutors teamed up and crossed
the Rottnest Channel to raise money
for the Youth Partnership Project.

ALSWA Lawyers Eloise Langoulant, Chloe
Wood, Lexi Lachal and Alice Barter took
part in the fourth annual 2019 Law Access
Walk for Justice. The walk celebrates the
pro bono work of the legal profession of
Western Australia and raises funds for the
charity Law Access who matches individuals
and community organisations seeking legal
assistance with pro bono lawyers.

In Western Australia, 1 in 2 kids who are released from
Banksia Hill Detention Centre will walk back through its
gates within 2 years. The Youth Partnership Project is trying
to change that story, by helping vulnerable young people
with complex needs get the support that they need to
thrive. The idea is to keep kids engaged in their schools and
communities, and out of the criminal justice system. As
the name suggests, the Youth Partnership Project is all
about collaboration and cooperation between different
organisations and agencies.
ALSWA’s Kathleen Heath, Georgia Herford and Rob
Owen joined up with Cillian Stockdale, Mark Henry, Ben
Procopis, and Bob Rundle and raised much needed funds
by swimming the 19 kilometres during the Rottnest Swim.
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TRIBUTES
Mr. Clarrie Cameron
Mr Cameron brought a wealth of knowledge to the ALSWA Board in his former capacity as the
representative for the Murchison/Gascoyne region. With strong networks throughout many areas,
Mr. Cameron had a great understanding of the complex issues facing our people within the justice
system. He was deeply committed to being a strong advocate in speaking out about injustice and
was greatly respected by our organisation. Mr Cameron passed away in September 2018 and is greatly
missed. ALSWA is grateful for his input into our organisation over many years.
Mr. Ian Tucker
Mr. Tucker was a highly respected and passionate advocate for the rights of Aboriginal people and was
a former ALSWA Board member representing the Goldfields region. His long-standing involvement
on the ALSWA Board ensured that he could not only highlight the relevant issues within his own
community, but could also take information back for the benefit of his community in relation to justice
issues in WA. Mr Tucker passed away in October 2019 and will be sadly missed. ALSWA thanks him for
many years of highly valued service and commitment to our people in Western Australia.
Mr. Leigh Jones
Mr Jones was ALSWA’s South Hedland Managing lawyer from 1998 to 2001. Hardworking and dearly
loved by colleagues and clients, Leigh is also fondly remembered for his hospitality, fishing trips and
BBQ’s.
Mr. Angus Bottrill
Mr. Bottrill spent eight years with ALSWA during its early years, working in diverse locations including
Broome, Geraldton and Laverton, in WA’s Goldfields/Esperance region. ALSWA is extremely grateful
for the contributions that Mr Bottrill made to our organisation over this time.
Graham ‘Polly’ Farmer
Following the passing of Graham ‘Polly’ Farmer in August 2019, the Polly Farmer Foundation made the
following comment:
Known as one of this country’s greatest footballers, the Foundation is the other significant part of Polly’s
legacy; a lasting gift to young Aboriginal people across Australia to enable them to dig deep and find
the spark within themselves to fight for a future fulfilling their academic and career goals and dreams.
Graham ‘Polly’ Farmer was a visionary. He was one of the first people in Australia, if not the first,
to use his legendary sporting standing to realise his dream of setting up a Foundation to provide
opportunities for young Aboriginal people to make the most of their own skills in the academic arena.
To do this he gave permission for his life story to be written by Steve Hawke in 1994 on the condition
that the Foundation could come to fruition. The Hon Fred Chaney and Dr Ron Edwards picked up the
baton and the journey began.
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While other programs have come and gone, The
Graham (Polly) Farmer Foundation has gone
from strength to strength over the past 25 years,
by steadfastly implementing Polly’s vision and
creating a space for young Aboriginal people
across Australia to build their resilience, grow
and succeed beyond all expectations.
Polly was quoted as saying, “Education is the key
for Aboriginal people to take their rightful place in
modern Australian society. Unless we rectify the
imbalance in opportunities currently available,
young Aboriginal people will continue to be
frustrated and unable to develop their talents to
make their rightful contribution to the economy
and society….and we will all be poorer for that.”
Foundation President Robert French AC said that
thanks to Polly’s vision, many Aboriginal students

had graduated and gone on to be Australia’s
lawyers, doctors, engineers, actors, mechanics,
plumbers, designers and more, while hundreds
more in WA and other states of Australia are
currently being supported by the Foundation to
realise their dreams.
“The Committee members and staff at the
Foundation are proud and privileged to carry on
Polly’s vision and we thank him for his inspiration,”
Mr French said.
ALSWA extends its condolences to the family
and friends of Mr. Farmer, especially his children
Kim (pictured) and Brett Farmer, both former
lawyers with the Aboriginal Legal Service of
Western Australia.
Photos and text courtesy of Polly Farmer Foundation
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CHIEF FINANCIAL
OFFICER

John Poroch

I am pleased to present the following audited financial report for the 12 months ended 30 June 2019.
The financial Report for 2019 has been prepared as a general purpose financial report in accordance
with the Corporations Act 2001, Australian Accounting Standards including Accounting Interpretations
and the Corporations Regulations 2001.
During the period, the Aboriginal Legal Service of Western Australia Limited (ALSWA) recorded total
comprehensive income of $70,967 and revenue of $13,940,912.
The balance sheet remains strong with net assets of 7,849,142 and will be the platform to carry the
ALSWA operations forward.
The Company remains committed to delivering culturally appropriate high quality legal services
to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people throughout the vast state of Western Australia. And
in doing so the company has been proactive in negotiating and securing an agreement to provide
Custody Notification Services (CNS) on behalf of the Commonwealth government. The CNS is
programmed to commence in early October 2019.
I would like to acknowledge the dedication of the legal and administrative staff of the ALSWA who with
limited budget and challenging workloads continue to work tirelessly for the benefit of our clients.

John Poroch
Chief Financial Officer
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Financial Assistance
Australian Government Attorney-General’s Department.
Government of Western Australia, Department of Justice/Corrective Services, Myer Yinhawangka
Charitable Trust.

Donations
We would like to express our gratitude to the many individuals and organisations who generously
donated to ALSWA and who wish to remain anonymous. More information on Donations can be
found on the ALSWA website at www.als.org.au.

Subscriptions
Lexis Nexus for online and hard copy subscriptions.

Image Acknowledgements
Inside front cover image by Charlotte Allingham (Wiradjuri illustrator) for Guardian Australia,
reproduced with permission from the Guardian.
CEO photo by Robert Frith – Acorn Photo.
The Aboriginal Legal Service of WA Limited 2019 Annual Report was compiled by ALSWA Media
Officer Jodi Hoffmann.
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CORPORATE DIRECTORY
Company

Aboriginal Legal Service of Western Australia Limited
ACN 617 555 843
ABN 61 532 930 441
Directors

Mr Michael Blurton		

Chairperson, Non-executive Director

Mr Glen Colbung		

Deputy-Chairperson, Non-executive Director

Mr. Donald Abdullah		

Non-executive Director

Mr Preston Thomas		

Non-executive Director

Ms Kathleen Watson		

Non-executive Director

Mr Jim Lewis			

Non-executive, Co-opted Director

Mr Paul Baron			

Non-executive, Co-opted Director

Company Secretary

Mr John Poroch
Registered Office

Piccadilly Square
7 Aberdeen Street Perth WA 6000
Telephone

08 9265 6666

Facsimile

08 9221 1767

WA Toll Free

1800 019 900

Company Auditors

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
Tower 2 Brookfield Place 123 St Georges Terrace Perth WA 6000
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Aboriginal Legal Service of WA Offices
PERTH (Head Office)
Piccadilly Suites West,
7 Aberdeen Street Perth WA 6000
PO Box 8194,
Perth Business Centre, WA 6849
Phone: 08 9265 6666
Toll Free: 1800 019 900
Fax: 08 9221 1767
ALBANY
51 Albany Highway
Albany 6330
PO Box 1016, Albany WA 6330
Phone: 08 9841 7833
Toll Free: 1800 019 900
Fax: 08 9842 1651
BROOME
1/41 Carnarvon Street
Broome WA 6725
PO Box 389 Broome WA 6725
Phone: 08 9192 1189
Toll Free: 1800 019 900
Fax: 08 9193 5512
BUNBURY
9 Stirling Street, Bunbury WA 6230
PO Box 1765 Bunbury WA 6231
Phone: 08 9791 2622
Toll Free: 1800 019 900
Fax: 08 9791 2572
CARNARVON
64 Robinson Street
Carnarvon WA 6701
PO Box 766 Carnarvon WA 6701
Phone: 08 9941 1534
Toll Free: 1800 019 900
Fax: 08 9941 2363
DERBY
Unit 7, Derby Central Arcade
45 Clarendon Street
Derby WA 6728
PO Box 283 Derby WA 6728
Phone: 08 9192 1189

GERALDTON
73 Forrest Street
Geraldton WA 6530
PO Box 7162 Geraldton WA 6530
Phone: 08 9921 4938
Toll Free: 1800 019 900
Fax: 08 9921 1549
KALGOORLIE
59 Egan Street, Kalgoorlie WA
PO Box 1077, Kalgoorlie WA 6430
Phone: 08 9021 3666
Toll Free: 1800 019 900
Fax: 08 9021 6778
KUNUNURRA
81 Konkerberry Drive
Kununurra WA 6743
PO Box 2, Kununurra WA 6743
Phone: 08 9168 1635
Toll Free: 1800 019 900
Fax: 08 9169 1147
NORTHAM
98 Wellington Street Northam WA
PO Box 1096 Northam WA 6401
Phone: 08 9622 5933
Toll Free 1800 019 900
Fax: 08 9622 5006
SOUTH HEDLAND
12 Hedditch Street
South Hedland WA 6722
PO Box 2720 South Hedland WA 6722
Phone: 08 9172 1455
Toll Free: 1800 019 900
Fax: 08 9172 1466

WA Freecall during
business hours
1800 019 900
Aboriginal Legal Service of
Western Australia Limited

ABORIGINAL LEGAL SERVICE OF WA LTD
7 Aberdeen St
Perth WA 6000

PO Box 8194
Perth Business Centre WA 6849

WA FREECALL 1800 019 900
T 08 9265 6666
F 08 9221 1767

ACN 617 555 843
www.als.org.au
Aboriginal Legal Service of WA Limited

EVERY TIME AN ABORIGINAL
OR TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER
PERSON IS TAKEN INTO
CUSTODY AT A POLICE
FACILITY IN WA, THE POLICE
must notify THE ABORIGINAL
LEGAL SERVICE OF WA

